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By the end of this section you should be able 
to:-
 Explain the difference between heat and 

temperature.
 Define the term thermal equilibrium.



What is heat? 
 Heat is one form of energy. It is measured in joule.
 It is scalar quantity
 Heat is a flow of energy from hotter region to colder region ones.
 Q=   Q=heat energy , =kinetic energy and= potential energy∑=means sum
 When we heated up substance we are transferring energy to the substance. This 

means one of two things could happened.
 The particle of substance gain kinetic energy and so move more rapidly
 The bond between the particles in the substance are broken and the potential 

energy of the particles increase, when this happened the substance change its 
state.

What is temperature?
 Temperature is the average kinetic energy of substance.
 Temperature is the hotness and coldness of a substance.

•  



Temperature scale

 There are three range of temperature range. These are:-
 Kelvin scale
 The Celsius scale 
 The Fahrenheit scale

 To design temperature scale there are two fixed point.

 For the Celsius scale the freezing point is c and boiling point is 100. While for 
kelvin scale  uses absolute zero as one of the fixed Pont. This point is the 
temperature at which a substance will have no thermal energy. This temperature 
scale shown as follow
 = ( -32)
  = -273.15
  =  +32

•  





What happen to the substance when absorb heat energy?

  When substance is heated the particles of substance vibrate more they spread 
out and expands The expansion of substance is called Thermal expansion.  

               Thermal equilibrium 

 Heat energy flow from hotter body to colder ones. i.e. Heat energy flow from 
higher temperature to lower temperature until the two temperature is equal. At this 
temperature it is called thermal equilibrium     



  If two bodies are at thermal equilibrium they will also be at the same temperature.
Thermal equilibrium is governed by first and second low of thermodynamics.
  

First low of thermodynamics:-  It is about the conservation of energy. It state 
that the change an internal energy of the system is equal to the sum of heat 
added to the system and work done on the system. 

∆U = ∆Q + ∆w , ∆U = internal energy, ∆Q =Heat added to the system , ∆w = 
work done on the system ∆ = is change

If ∆w =0 the internal energy is equal to the heat added to the system.

If ∆U = 0 

∆Q  = -∆w 



Second low of thermodynamics
It consider about the direction of flow of heat.
It state that :- Heat energy can not flow spontaneously from material 
at lower temperature to a material at high temperature’

7.2 Expansion of solid , liquid and gas/

When solid is heated it expand



From the figure the cold metal can easily pass through the ring. After heating the 
metal ball expand it is no longer able to pass through the ring.
  How much  solid expand on heating depend on ;-
- Substance and how much temperature increase.

                                 Linear expansion of solid
  Linear expansion is an increase in length of substance due to heating. An increase 

in length of a substance is given by :-



∆L=∆T  , is length before hating , = linear expansion  and ∆L= change in length

The linear expansion of coefficient of some solid

Example:- Calculate the increase in length of brass rod that is heated from 
25to 70

2. Calculate the length of iron rail at 400 when it is exactly 100m long at 200 .

•  



Solution :-



Surface ( Area ) expansion of solid

Area expansion is given by :-

 = ∆T , =  𝛽= 
𝛽= 2

Volume Expansion

Volume expansion is the expansion of solid in three dimension. 
i.e. the length , breadth and height of substance increase.

 = ∆T

V = (1+𝛾T)

•  



Problem and application of thermal expansion
The Bimetallic strip

The bimetallic strip made up of two materials . For example Iron and 
Brass bounded together. The coefficient of linear expansion of solid is 
(1.1 x ) is less than that of brass(1.9 x ) . When the strip is heated the 
brass expand more than the iron and the strip is bends.

The metallic strip is used in thermostat. This is switch for an electric 
circuit that is turned on and of according to the temperature.

•  



Liquid in glass thermometer.
Mercury in glass and alcohol in a glass thermometer use the expansion of 
liquid up a narrow glass tube. The higher the temperature ,the more the 
mercury alcohol expand the further the liquid moves up the capillary tubes.

Expansion o liquid

Liquid tend to expand more than solid for a given an increase in 
temperature, but volume expansion coefficient can also applied .

In expansion of liquid ,the vessel holding liquid also expanded. The 
expansion of vessel holding the liquid is called real expansion of the liquid 
is not actually observed. But in steady apparent expansion of liquid is 
observed

 =  +

•  



Calculate the real and apparent expansion of 1000 of water when it is 
heated from 20 to 80

 =9.90 x and  =2.07 x 

 -20

    =  60

 -

       = 2.07 x   - 9.90 x

        = 1.97 x 

so change in apparent volume is 

 = 

        =   1.97 x x0.001  x 60

        = 1.18 x

•  



Expansion of solid ,liquid and gas
For a given change in temperature ,T liquid will tend to expand significantly 
more than solid. The difference is clear when we compare values of coefficient of 
volume expansion for solid.

•  



Exercise 
1. Calculate the increase in length of 2m brass rod that is heated 
from 0 to 150 ( =1.9 x  )

•  



2. Calculate the surface area of an iron drain cover with a surface area of 
0.67 at 10 , when i t is heated to a temperature of 105  .

(= 2.2 x 1.9 x )

•  



3. Calculate the increase in volume of 0.1  sample of water at 10  when 
it i s heated to temperature of 80 .

        (=2.1 x  ) 

•  



7.3 quantity of heat, specific heat capacity and heat 

    capacity

          What is the unit of energy?
The unit of energy is joule (j) but calories also used as aunit of energy.
  The quantity of heat energy required to increase the temperature of 1g of water by 1oc. 

The amount of energy in joule (J) required to increase temperature of 1g of water by 
1oc is 4.18J.

  1cal= 4.2 J

What is meant by specific heat capacity ?
  To rise a temperature of a substance , the amount of heat energy required depends on :-
  1. The substance being heated 
  The mass of the substance :- the greater the mass of the substance required the more 

energy.
  The temperature required to rise



 Each substance has specific heat capacity (c) which is defined as ;-
  The heat energy required to rise the temperature of 1kg of a given 

substance by 1k.  The unit of specific heat capacity is J/kg.k.
  From table below metals have lower specific heat capacity than 

non-metal.



From the definition of specific heat capacity is the quantity of heat energy 
required (Q) to increase the temperature of a substance is found by using 

c =  which is implies  Q= cm

m is mas of substance , c is specific heat capacity and is change in 
temperature.

Example:- A 300g block of brass at 398k is supplied with 1026J of energy 
from an electric heater . Calculate the final temperature of the brass block 
after this heating, Assuming that there has been no heat loss.( c= 380J/kgk)

Given  :- m= 0.3kg , To =298k  , Q= 1026J  and c = 380J/kgk

solution   = Q/ cm

                         = 1026J/ 0.3kg x 380J/kgk

                          = 9k

Therefore    T = 9k + 298k = 307k  

•  



Example 2 :-  Calculate the quantity of heat energy required to heat a 1kg of block 
of iron from 290k to 320k. ( c iron= 470J/kgk).

Given:-  m = 1kg  ,  C = 470J/kgk  To= 290k  T= 320k  therefore =30 k

Solution  Q = cm   = 470J/kgk  x  1kg  x 30k = 14100J= 14.1kJ.

How can we find the specific heat capacity of a substance?

To find the value of specific heat capacity of a substance we always need to know:-
  The mass of substance
 The amount of heat energy supply.
 The starting and final temperature

  In approaching these heat exchange calculations we use the principle 

Heat energy by hotter body = heat energy gain by colder body

Some times we try to prevent heat loss to the surrounding we us insulation. The 
experimental approach of measuring heat capacity and heat change during chemical 
and physical process is called calorimeter 

•  



Electrical heater
  By using electrical heater we can find the specific heat capacity of solid or liquid. 

The apparatuses used to find the specific heat capacity of  solid   drown below.

  If we know the power rating of the heater and we know how long the heater is 
switched on for , we can determine the quantities of energy supplied to block.



Example :- A 100w electrical heater ,running for 5minute, warmed  a 0.5kg 
block. The start temperature of Aluminum block was 2oand its final 
temperature is 85

 . Find the specific heat capacity of the aluminum.

Given :- P = 100w , t= 5 x 60s = 300sec  then E = p x  t

P = 100w  x  300sec

  =  30,000J therefore 

C= 

  = 30,000J/ 0.5kg x 65= 923J/kgk

Electrical heater can also used to determine the specific heat capacity of liquid.

Heat energy supplied  = Heat energy received + Heat energy received

   by heater                         by water(Qw)             by aluminum 

                                                                                   calorimeter(Qc)

•  



                                                                       Example:-

                                                                    The electrical heater has 

                                                                    a power of rating of 200w

                                                                    It caused the water to 

                                                                    increase the temperature

                                                                    from 25oc to 74 oc after

                                                                    running for 5min.

74- 25= 49

                                                                   p= 200w , t= 5 x60sec

                                                                                      t=300sec

Take  = 200g ,=400g and = 910J/kgk

Solution  Heat supply by heater = p x t= 100w x 300sec= 60,000J

Heat energy received by calorimeter =mc=

=0.4kg x 910J/kgk x 49

    = 17836J,

•  



Then  

Heat energy received by water is 

=-

    = 60,000J – 17836J

     = 42164J , therefore 

The specific heat capacity is:-

C= Q/m

   = 42164J/0.2kg x 49

     = 430J/kgk

By mixture method it is also possible to determine specific heat capacity.

What is heat capacity of abody?
 Heat capacity of a body is defined as the energy required to rise a temperature of a 

given body by 1k. The mass of a body doesn't considered.
 Heat capacity = Q/ 

•  



Example:- The experimental data shows us the steel bolt lost 4410J and its temperature 
felt by 75k , or to increase its temperature by 75k , 4410J of heat required ,then determine 
heat capacity.

      Heat capacity = Q/ ,where  Q= 4410 J  and = 75k

                             = 4410J/ 75k

                             = 58.8J/k
 The specific heat capacity of a material of which it is made can be found provided the 

mass of the body known.
 Specific heat capacity = 

Example:- Let’s try with steel bolt used in the last specific heat capacity experiment. = 
0.125kg

Specific heat capacity = 

                                   = 58.8J/k  / 0.125kg 

                                    = 470J/kgk

Why is the high specific heat capacity of water is important?

•  



  If the substance has high specific heat capacity , it mean that large amount of heat energy 
required to bring about a rise in temperature of 1kg of water by 1k. This is important 
when we remember that water is widely used in industry and combustion engine for 
cooling.

                 7.4 Change of state

                      Heating and cooling curve
  Heat curve is a graph that shows the temperature of a substance against time as heat 

energy is applied and it change state. 



  cooling curve:- the graph shown the temperature of a substance against 
time as it lose heat energy and change state.

Definition of specific latent heat (L) .

 Specific latent heat (L) defined as the quantity of energy required to change 
1kg of substance from one state to another , at constant temperature.

L=    , where  L= specific latent heat   , Q= heat energy and m= mass.

Q= Lm
 There are two change of state considered; liquid to gas and solid to Liquid. 

We use two different version of latent heat of fusion (melting ) latent heat 
of vaporization (boiling).

The specific heat of fusion(Lf)

Is the quantity of heat energy required to change 1kg of substance from solid 
to liquid at constant temperature.

•  



Specific heat of vaporization
  Is the quantity of heat energy required to change 1kg of substance from liquid to gas at constant 

temperature.

  We can use specific heat capacity and specific latent heat to calculate the energy required when 
substance is heated .

  Total energy required = energy required     + energy required to 

                                            to increase temperature  change state



Example:- Calculate the heat energy required to increase temperature of 50 g of water from 
25oc to 125oC.( =4200J/kgk)

Given:-  = 25 T= 125

specific heat capacity of steam= 2080J/kgk

Specific latent heat of vaporization= 2501000J/kgk

1. Heat energy required to heat 50g of water from 25 to 100

      Q= cm

         = 0.05kg x 4200J/kgk x 75k

         =  15750J

2. Heat energy to boil 50g of water at 100

    Q= m

        = 0.05kg x 2501,000J/kgk

         = 125050 j

3. heat energy required to heat 50g of steam from 100 to 125

     Q = mc= 0.05kg x 2080j/kgk  x 25

         = 2600J

•  



So, the total amount of energy required from this process

 Q=+  +  

Q= 15750J + 125050J  + 2600J

 Q= 143400J= 143.4KJ

•  
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